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Water-responsive dual-coloured photonic polymer coatings based on cholesteric liquid crystals†

J. E. Stumpel,a D. J. Broerab and A. P. H. J. Schenning*a,b

This work describes a straightforward method to prepare patterned photonic coatings which alter their colour when exposed to water. Various kinds of dual-coloured patterns were made, which become visible or fade away when placed in water. These effects are reversible and can be repeated many times.

Polymer coatings are widely used for aesthetic purposes, adhesion-promotion/reduction, anti-reflection and/or anti-fouling. Recently stimuli-responsive polymer coatings which can reversibly change their functional properties have received a lot of attention.1−6 A relatively new class of responsive coatings are based on photonic effects which enable dynamic light effects e.g. by changing their reflection wavelength and/or intensity. Such coating are not sensitive for photobleaching and their colour response can immediately be observed by the naked eye.6−8 Photonic materials which respond to light-, pH- and temperature or dual stimuli have already been reported showing a single colour change.7,9−11

Nature provides us with various kinds of autonomously responsive multi-colour changing phenomena, as observed by chameleons, octopuses, beetles and squids. Inspired by these examples we report now on dual-colour changing polymer coatings that respond to a single stimulus. A recent publication describes vapour-responsive inkjet patterned coatings based on colloidal photonic crystal inks containing nanoparticles of different size.12 Also, photonic coatings based on bilayer-structures have been prepared where one reflection is responsive, while the other remains unaltered, acting as a control signal.13 We provide here an alternative fabrication method based on a single coating locally modified by lithographic means.

For this purpose we use a special class of responsive colour-changing materials based on cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs). The helical organisation of the molecular director leads to selective reflection of incident light, called the selective reflection band (SRB).14 In CLC polymer films, this helical arrangement is imprinted during the polymerisation process. Such polymer CLCs can be used as stimuli-responsive photonic coatings.15−19 In earlier work, we reported on water-responsive patterned CLC hygroscopic polymer salt coatings, which alter their topography.20,21 This response is caused by an increase or decrease in the pitch of the helix due to the absorption or desorption of water. We now show that patterned water-responsive dual-coloured photonic coatings can be prepared in an easy and straightforward method by using this polymer mixture and two subsequent polymerisation steps at different temperatures.22−24 Subsequently a patterned polymer coating is obtained, which shows multi-colour changes. Such type of coatings are appealing for various kinds of applications, such as moisture responsive decorative coatings, photonic sensors or security and anti-counterfeit features.

A CLC mixture (M1, Scheme 1) as earlier reported was used to prepare the water-responsive CLC polymer salt coatings.21 The mono- and diacrylate LCs (2 and 3) induce nematic behaviour in the mixture and compound 2 also forms a chemical network after photopolymerisation. Polymerisable hydrogen-bonded benzoic acid derivatives 4 and 5 were added to make the coating water-responsive. The cholesteric molecular order and corresponding reflection band of the mixture was induced using chiral dopant 1. Thermal inhibitor 6 was used to establish the thermal stability in the monomer mixture to prevent premature polymerisation during processing at elevated temperatures. The addition of photoinitiator 7 makes the mixture susceptible to photopolymerisation.

The CLC mixture was aligned with the use of shear force between two glass slides and subsequently photopolymerised at a set temperature. Afterwards, this polymer coating with
Scheme 1 The chemical components used for the preparation of the water responsive cholesteric liquid crystal polymer salt coating. The mixture consists of chiral dopant 1, nematic mesogens 2 and 3, benzoic acid derivatives 4 and 5, thermal inhibitor 6 and photoinitiator 7. The composition of the various components in mixture (M1) is also shown. Homogeneity of the mixture was ensured by the preparation of a solution (20 wt% in THF) prior to use and subsequent evaporation.

a thickness of ~8 μm was made water-responsive by treatment with an alkaline (0.1 M KOH, 10 h) solution, leading to the disruption of the hydrogen-bonded physical network and the formation of a polymer salt. The conversion of carboxylic acids into the corresponding carboxylate salts was confirmed with the use of FT-IR spectroscopy. After this base treatment and subsequent drying, the CLC coating maintained its initial reflection band, which became slightly narrower.

In order to prepare materials with an initial green reflection band in the centre of the visible spectrum a mixture (M1) with 4.5 wt% of chiral dopant 1 was used. The use of a different concentration of 1 (while the ratio of the other components was kept constant) leads to materials which reflect light with another wavelength. A slight increase in the concentration of chiral dopant results in the reflection of light with a lower wavelength (M2) while a higher increase results in UV-reflecting materials (M3), as shown in Table 1.

The SRB of the planarly aligned monomer mixture M1 is temperature-dependent. Alternation of the polymerisation temperature can therefore be used to produce polymer coatings which reflect various colours. At room temperature, the aligned monomer mixture reflects red light, an increase in temperature leads to a blue shift (Fig. 1a). Up to roughly 50 °C, the mixture is in its cholesteric phase. Above this temperature, the mixture becomes isotropic and the reflection band is lost. The reflected colour can be fixed by photopolymerisation, during which the reflection band undergoes a blue shift. After this base treatment and subsequent drying, the CLC coating maintained its initial reflection band, which became slightly narrower.

Table 1 Variation in the amount of chiral dopant 1 leads to the reflection of different wavelengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture</th>
<th>Amount of chiral dopant 1 (wt%)</th>
<th>λ_{red} dry (nm)</th>
<th>λ_{red} swollen (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The samples were photopolymerised at 20 °C.

Fig. 1 (a) UV/vis transmission spectra of unpolymerised M1 at various temperatures. (b) Optical images of the swollen hygroscopic CLC coating polymerised at 40 °C turning from red to green upon drying in ambient conditions (RH = 40%, T = 20 °C) within several minutes. (c) Corresponding UV/vis transmission spectra showing the changes in the reflection band upon drying of a water-saturated CLC polymer coating.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic representation of the manufacturing method for a patterned CLC coating. The mixture was partially polymerised in a red-reflecting CLC phase at T_1 during the masked photo-exposure step. Subsequent flood exposure at T_2 polymerises a green-reflecting CLC phase and ensures full polymerisation. (b) Activation with an alkaline solution leads to a patterned hygroscopic dual coloured changing CLC polymer coating.
the masked exposure step migration of the monomers towards the exposed areas occurred, therefore the surface of the coating is not flat (Fig. 3b).

In order to make the coating water-responsive it was treated with a base leading to a hygroscopic patterned photonic polymer salt coating. After this activation step, both regions respond to water. The green regions become red (from 548 to 657 nm) while the red regions shift to the near infrared (from 616 to 702 nm). When the coating was treated with demineralised water, the thickness increased by at least 1 μm over the entire coating (Fig. 3b). The shift in the reflection band of the swollen coating corresponded to the change in thickness in this case, the reflection band increased by a factor 1.15–1.2, while the observed thickness increased by a factor 1.1 (due to evaporation of water during the interferometry experiment, this factor is slightly lower). This behaviour reveals that the optical response is caused by an increase in the pitch of the helix due to the absorption of water.

To show the versatility of our method, three coatings having the character “F”, and different colour-reflecting regions, were prepared by using a mask containing this character. Mask photopolymerisation of M1 was performed at 20 °C, followed by flood exposure with the hot plate set at 50 °C (the sample’s temperature is just below the clearing point of M1). This initially red-green dual-coloured sample reflected dark red and orange light respectively when the coating was swollen (Fig. 4a). In this specific coating, it can be clearly observed that a coloured “F” turned almost colourless. Another coating was prepared with mixture M2 using an identical procedure which resulted in a dual-coloured coating in both the wet and dry states (Fig. 4b). The initially green “F” turns red, while the purple background turns green. Finally, a sample was prepared which contained both coloured cholesteric and colourless isotropic areas. In this case, the cholesteric areas will change colour when water is present while the isotropic areas remains colourless. Mixture M3 was subjected to a mask exposure at 20 °C followed by flood illumination at 100 °C, which is above the clearing point of the CLC mixture. In the resulting optically colourless coating, the character “F” appeared in purple when the coating was in contact with water (Fig. 4c).

The time scale for the change in the optical properties of these three dry coatings was ~30 seconds when placed in a wet environment and slightly longer (2–3 minutes) when the sample was drying at ambient conditions. After six months of storage in open air where the relative humidity fluctuated between 30 and 50%, the response was still fully reversible and similar to the fresh samples, indicating that these materials are stable in time.

Conclusions

We have prepared responsive cholesteric liquid crystal dual-colour changing coatings via a straightforward method in which we use a single monomer mixture and two subsequent photoexposure steps. With the use of a masked and subsequent flood exposure at two different temperatures, patterned coatings with two distinct coloured regions were prepared. These photonic polymer coatings change their colour reversibly upon exposure to water. The difference between the thickness of the swollen and dry cholesteric areas corresponds to the difference in reflected wavelength as the reflection band is dependent on the length of the pitch. Various kinds of dual-coloured patterned coatings were prepared by varying the amount of chiral dopant and the polymerisation temperature. Moreover, coatings were produced that changed from colourless to coloured when placed in water.

Overall, our straightforward method allows in principle the preparation of bioinspired responsive multi-coloured polymer coatings which are potentially interesting for a variety applications. Such kind of coatings could give rise to materials which autonomously undergo multiple optical changes upon variations in the environment.
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